LCRT SESSIONS at TLA 2021 ANNUAL CONFERENCE

- **Bringing Visibility to Afro-Latinx Stories**
  featuring Mario Marcel Salas (civil rights leader, author, and professor at UTSA)
  Moderator: Ana Frade, 2019-2020 LCRT chair

- **Reflections on Leadership: Inside the Role of Latino Library Leaders**
  featuring Nora Galvan (PSJA ISD) and Ramiro Salazar (San Antonio Public Library)
  Moderator: Priscilla Suarez, 2019-2020 LCRT chair elect

- **Building Cultures of Respect**
  featuring Federico Salas-Isnardi (Director of the Mayor’s Office for Adult Literacy (MOAL) in Houston)

- **#OwnVoices and #DignidadLiteraria: Advocating for Marginalized Voices in the Literary Scene**
  featuring David Bowles (author), Gloria Amescua (author), Laura Tadena (TSLAC), and Sara Montoya Hernandez (McAllen Public Library)

- **Windows and Mirrors: Mexican American Literature for Youth with the Rivera Book Award**
  featuring Priscilla Delgado (Teaching Books), David Bowles (author), Xelena Gonzalez (author), Sandra Murillo-Sutterby (Texas State University), and Zeke Pena (Storyteller/Cartoonist)

- **Serving International Communities During Times of Crisis**
  featuring Oscar Baeza (president of REFORMA), Helen Chou (Senior manager of International Services at Houston Public Library), Ady Huertas (San Diego Public Library), and Raquel Celeste Plew (Harris County Public Library)